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Blocks of the month April 2016 (15 x15 cm)  
‘+/- sashing 4’  

At our website, these blocks are also available as an EQ7 project. 
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This block of the month (April 2016) is a foundation piecing pattern. Sewn together with a 

sashing (D) it will be a surprising composition. When you only use block ABC, it also makes an 

exiting composition.   

 

Follow the next piecing order:  

 A1-5, B1-7, C1-5 

 A+B, AB+C  

 ABC are sewn as one Block 

 D1-5 

 D are sewn as sashing 

 Use 5 x 5 cm cornerstones 

 

In the next example-quilts you can see several ways to use color.  We wish you success with 

making your own design. Wilma Karels and Heleen Pinkster   

 

In our Quiltshop, this year you’ll get with every purchase the blocks of the month with a 

Kaleidoscope. As always, these blocks are 15 x 15 cm, so you can easily combine them with the 

blocks of the previous years. Many of these blocks are published in (Dutch) books, which you can 

order at our website. 
 

When printing this PDF in the correct size: use NON SCALING or ACTUAL SIZE 
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Blocks of the month December 2015 (15 x15 cm)  
‘Different together 12A’  

At our website, these blocks are also available as an EQ7 project. 
 

 
 

These blocks of the month (December 2015) are traditional blocks. When sewn together in a 

quilt, the way of coloring can make a exiting composition.   

 

Follow the next piecing order:  

 A1-5, B1-5, C1-5, D1-5 

 A+B, C+D, AB+CD 

 

In the next example-quilts you can see several ways to use color.  We wish you success with 

making your own design. Wilma Karels and Heleen Pinkster   

 

In our Quiltshop, this year you’ll get with every purchase the blocks of the month from the theme 

‘Wild flowers’. As always, these blocks are 15 x 15 cm, so you can easily combine them with the 

blocks of the previous years. Many of these blocks are published in (Dutch) books, which you can 

order at our website. 
 

When printing this PDF in the correct size: use NON SCALING or ACTUAL SIZE 
 


